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PICKARD SWEEPS 
TRACK MEET WITH 
SEVEN 1st PLACES 
Bowen, Anderson Annex 
Other Titles In 
Interfrat Tilt 
KAPS TAKE ALL FIRSTS 
Swamping all opposition to such 
a degree that few competitors re-
mained for the last few events, 
"Smiley" Joe Pickard led the Kaps 
to an overwhelming victory in the 
annual interfraternity track meet 
held on Alumni Field Thursday and 
yesterday. Out of nine events, 
Pickard copped six firsts, shared 
another first, and took one second. 
Kappa Gammi Chi won all first 
places, Ted Anderson taking the 
high jump title and Scotty Bowen, 
the 50-yard dash and a share of the 
220-yard race with Pickard. In ad-
dition, Bowen placed second in two 
events and fourth in another. 
Pickard's firsts were in the 75, 
100, 220-yarp. dashes, Olle field-l;;\.p, 
shot-put, broad jump and hop-step-
and-jump. He wHl be given the 
decathlon award. 
Pickard, 'Bowen Vie 
Pickard and Bowen staged a track 
meet all their own as they battled it 
out in all the dashes. Scotty nosed 
out Joe in the first race of the meet, 
the fifty, with George Lambert and 
Paul Kingston also placing, in that 
order. Then it was Pickard-Bowen, 
one-two, 'in the 75 and 100-yard 
sprints. Kingston and Lambert re-
versed their former finish in the 75 
by taking third and fourth respec-
tively, and Hal Altshuler bro~e into 
the first four in the 100, beatmg out 
Lambert for third place. 
Came the 220 and Bowen and 
PicKard decided to compromise in 
their race tor the speed honors. 
They came in hand-in-hand easily 
sharing top spot. Lambert and then 
Adrian Cubberley were next across 
the line. 
AndersGn Makes 5~5 
Perhaps the most exciting contest 
of the two-day sports was the high 
jump, in which two freshmen, both 
using the "western roll," strained to 
clear the bamboo bar at the greater 
height. Ted Anderson finally won 
after Charley Wyman failed to make 
5 foot , 5 inches, the official winning 
height. Both boys stood out from 
the beginning of the event because 
they were the only ones with the 
difficult roil style of jump. Lambert 
was third, and Cubberley, fourth. 
In the shot-put, in which each 
contestant has three throws, Pick-
ard's toses were all better than those 
of the other entrants. His best shot 
went 38 feet. Don Worcester, Frank 
Bjornsgaard, and "Cotton" Troy" fol-
lowed Pickard in that order. 
Yesterday, when the last four 
events were run off, competition 
sputtered out as Pickard garnered 
all the honors, one after the other. 
Behind him in the broad jump were 
Cubberley, Kingston and Bowen; in 
the hop-step-and-jump, Cubberley 
and Ted Strongin, the only partici-
pants; in the one lap around the 
field, Cubberley, Lambert and 
(Continued on page 8) 
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FA:CULTY DANC'E NEXT 
FRIDAY EVE ON COURT 
The annual dance given by the 
faculty and administration for sen-
iors and their guests will take place 
next Friday evening at 9 :30 p. m. 
If weather permits, plans are to 
hold it on one of the tennis courts 
as in past years, according to Mr. 
William Frauenfelder, in charge of 
the affair. If rain prevents this, 
the gymnasium will be used inform-
ally. Mrs. John Parsons is handling 
decorations. 
Ray Randall's orchestra of Kings-
ton has been contacted for the date, 
and it is believed this band will pro-
vide the music. 
_ .  _--- --- -- ---
Unrecognizable Moliere 
Now Showing In Theatre iCOLLEGE FACULTY 33 to Receive B. A. 
TO LOSE 8 MEN A G d · S Over in Orient Hall the Bard Theatre is slapsticking Moliere 
and giving the drama a little 
touch of the progressiVe style in 
a m u sic a I farce, "Quack! 
Quack!", corrupted from the 
famous Frenchman's "A Doctor 
in Spite of Himself." It opened 
last night, closes tonight. Mor-
rison directs, Hobbs and Over-
ton clown, Elizabeth Burling-
ham, a Vassar importation, looks 
pretty. An hour and one half 
of ribaldry for 50 cents and up. 
AT END OF TERM t ra uailon at. 
~ 
POST LECTURES 
ON NEUTRALITY 
Professor Fro m Vassar, 
Kennedy Talk 
At Bard 
Professors Harry, Upton To 
Become Emeriti; 
Others Leave 
Eight members of the present fac-
ulty will not return to Bard next 
year. Some of the departing pro-
fessors will retire; other are simply 
taking leaves of absence. New ap-
pOintments will be made this sum-
mer in the department of mathe-
matics, art, and psychology. 
Dr. Edwin Carleton Upton, Profes-
sor and Fellow in English, will be-
come Professor Emeritus. He has 
been with the college longer consec-
utively than any other present 
teacher, coming from Columbia 
to join the St. Stephens faculty in 
1903. Dr. Joseph Edward Harry, Pro-
Leavens, Winterbottom 
Elected 'Bardian' Heads 
Next year for the first time 
there will be two co-editors of 
THE BARD IAN. The appoint-
ment of Peter A. Leavens and 
Harry Winterbottom, both of the 
class of '41, to head the Imper 
staff for the year 1939-'40 was 
made by the outgoing editorial 
staff and approved by the stu-
dent convocaticm a,t a meeting 
Wednesday. Leavens and Win-
terbottom have chosen Frank 
Bjornsgaard as next term's 
Sports Editor and David Day, 
as Business Manager. The rest 
of the staff will be announced 
later by the new editors. 
fessor and Fellow in Greek, will be-
On Wednesday evening, May 17, come Professor Emeritus in Resi-
in the Albee Recreation Room, Pro- dence. Dr. Harry has had wide CLASSES, FRATS 
HOLD ELECTIONS fessor Charles Gordon Post of Vas- teaching experience, including sev-sar College talked on "American enteen years at the University of Neutrality." Although his own feel- Cincinnati, where at one time he 
ings lean toward the isolationist was acting president. From 1919 to 
viewpoint, Professor Post attempt- 1922 he was a professor at the Sor- Next 
bonne in Paris. In 1926 he joined 
ed to present the events of the last the faculty of st. stephens College. 
Year's Senior Class 
Votes Reynolds 
President 
two decades leading up to the wide- Dr. Harry has published many books, 
ly divergent ideas that are held on articles, and monographs. The 
the question of neutrality today. American Book Company recently 
Emphasizing the fact that any issued a pamphlet-catalogue of Ius The Junior Class held its election 
number of interpretations of recent works. of next year's officers on Wednesday 
occurrences are possible, the Two With Leaves and Thursday evenings and finally 
speaker said that a consideration Dr. Vasil Obreshkove and Dr. awarded to T. Pearse Reynolds, 
of the apparent causes of present Harold Phalen both will be on a sab- Harbert Carr and Benedick Seid-
conditions will inevitably contribute batical leave of absence. The form- man, the offices of president, vice-
to a sounder basis for any posi- er will spend the year in research president and secretary-treasurer, 
at Syracuse UniverSity, probably in respectively. George Lambert was 
tion. Professor Post developed his the l\IJ.edical School. Dr. Phalen may picked as athletic representative. 
conviction that we must build our study in the neighborhood of his Reason for holding the second 
foreign policy continually remem- home town, Acton, Massachusetts, election was that the first meeting 
bering that the war we fought "LO where he will go on June 12. Dr. was attended by one short of a 
save democracy" is the basic cause Obreshkove is a Professor and Fel- quorum and therefore was void. 
for the present condition of the low in Biology, while Dr. Phalen Next year's Juniors met on Wed-
Germany we are trying to quell. holds the same title in MathematiCS. nesday and chose Scott McKoewn 
Continuing further to POssible t b 'd t BtL f n vice 
cures for our neutrality dilema, the The Rev. Miles L. Yates has re- I 0 ~ presl en, er. ee ma s, -
lecturer felt that if we will only signed his position as Chaplain and ' presldent, Harry Wmte~bottom, sec-
Professor and Fellow in Religion to retary-treasur~r and Lmco~n Arm-
compare the horrible brutality of join the clergy staff of the Cathe- strong, athletI? representatIve. On 
war with the possible economic dral of St. John the Divine in New the same evenmg the Freshme.n re-
gains of entering into it, the United York. He will commence his duties elected George Burnham, preSIdent, St~tes can possibly a.fford ~o m3:in- there on July 1. and made Wayne Horvitz, vice-
tam some kmd of polley of IsolatIOn. . . . . president, and Frederick Bowlan, 
Presents Class's PIan . Mr. ~Idney SmIth, aSSIStant librar.- secretary-treasurer. 
Professor Post concluded by read- lan, .WIll take a leave .of absence thIS Within the last fortnight the four 
ing a plan for neutrality along commg ye~r, a~d whIle he has sev-I social groups of the undergraduates 
collective security lines, which was erafil 1tlans m mmd, re has ;nafe::o have selected officers for the first 
drawn up by some members of his de n e arrangem~n s as y.e . n .Is semester of next term. The Non-
class in international relations. HiS . absence, D~. Ir~~i~e DaVIdson WIlli Society men selected Frank -,viggles-
comment was that it represented take over hIS pc3I .on. worth to be president and David 
the decisions of one group, but that I Mr. G. Thayer Richards, Asso- Burke to be treasurer. Members 
the large majority of people a:e ciate ~nd Fellow ~n Architec:ture and of the Eulexian Society elected Har-
still groping for some way to remam I the Fme Arts, WIll leave hIS teach- bert Carr to the presidency, Frank 
in peace. This one idea of staying ing position here probably to re- Bjornsgaard to the vice-presidency 
out of war was the only point on sume his practice in architecture in Arnold Burrough to the treasurer~ 
(Continued on page 4) (Continued on page 4) (Continued on page 4J 
Sleepless 
Produce 
Nights, Pounding 
Widely Varl ed 
Typewriters 
Senior Projects 
by Walter H. Waggoner 
If all the gray hairs, sleepless 
nights, and wrinkled brows caused 
by the Senior Projects were laid 
end to end, there's no telling how 
many sanatorium beds would be 
filled. 
And if the work-hours spent by 
Seniors on their individual projects 
were added up, the total would make 
an astronomer incredulous. At least 
that's the story the Seniors would 
have you believe. 
Varying in scope, originality. point 
of view, intensity, and contribution, 
the 1939 projects are more complete 
than those of last year, according 
to certain officials in the know. The 
dead -line announced officially as 
May 1, several projects were com-
pleted before that time, others on 
that day, and some between May 1 
and the extended deadline of May 
15. 
(Current rumor has it that several 
projects hadn't even reached the 
"idea" stage until that time. Such 
gossip, however, may originate in 
the fertile minds of the class of 
1939, scored publicly as "the most 
conceited class in college.") 
Sharing honors for spectacle and 
impressiveness are the mural proj-
ect, "Constructive and Destructive I creative. Other works, such as "A 
Forces in Civilization," and an ab- History of McClure's Magazine," ad-
stract film in sound and color, which mirably combines literary scholar-
had its official world premier two ship and history for Bard's highly 
weeks ago. As exhibited in the Ori- touted correlatoin. 
ent Gallery, the mural represents The social scientists have studied, 
the development of an artist's among other works, "Mein Kampf" 
thought and technique since his first and John Stuart Mill's essays to 
college year in 1935. It will be pre- reach conclusions about "The Mass 
sen ted to the college as mural deco- and the German Myth" and "Civil 
ration for the Albee Recreation Liberty." Other papers embody sig-
Room, and deserves special comment nificant facts relating to an analy-
for that if for no other reason, tical history of International Busi-
Other projects, though less spec- ness Machines, Inc., and the eco-
tacular, less popular, but equally im- nomic aspects of South America. 
pressive to more specialized minds, One of the most ambitious was the 
are the laboratory and drawing- ,history and study of the Japanese 
board accomplishments of the sci- .labor movement. The breach be-
ence students. "Airplane Propellor tween sociology and psychology is 
Characteristics," a 250-odd. page closed in "The Legacy of Crime," a 
opus, presents some problems mvolv- study of child delinquency. 
ing the theory of the propellor. Two The seccmd year of Senior Projects 
studies of protoplasm complement has convinced them Seniors tell us 
each other. Another paper discusses that this form of in'diVidual work i~ 
the "Biological Effects of Short the best sort of experience. A few 
Wave Radiation," and still another declare however that the chOice is 
concerns "Cellular Catabolism." not between exp~rience and non-ex-
The literati have been busy with perience, but between Senior 
Benjamin Franklin in an historical Projects and eight hours sleep a 
novel, a contemporary play, and a night after April 1-and some like 
travel guide to the West Indies, to sleep next best to the Mermaid Tav-
name only a few of the more purely ern. 
REV. J. WHITCOMB 
TO GIVE ADDRESS 
Bishop Oldham To Preach 
Baccalaureate 
On Friday 
RAND TO PLAY CONCERT 
Thirty-three Bard students will 
receive the Columbia Bachelor of 
Arts degree at the seventy-ninth an-
nual commencement next Saturday, 
winding up the graduation activi-
ties scheduled to start Thursday 
evening. 
The program for the end of the 
year will open with a choral even-
song in the chapel at 6:30 Thursday, 
the concluding vesper service of the 
year. On Friday morning at 7:30 
is a holy communion. The Right 
Reverend G. Ashton Oldham, D. D., 
Bishop of Albany, will preach the 
baccalaureate service at 10 :30, which 
will be attended by the entire col-
lege community. Bishop Oldham 
was last year's commencement 
speaker, and his sermon opened tile 
spring semester of the 1937-19~8 
academic year . 
Bardiana in Library 
The Bardiana exhibit will be open 
for inspection at the library from 
2:00 to 6:00 p. m., Friday afternoon. 
At 4 :30 a reception will take place 
at the Dean's residence in honor 
of Dr. Joseph Harry and Dr. Edwin 
Upton, who will become professors 
emeriti. The whole college is in-
vited to this affair. 
At 9:30 p. m. the faculty and ad-
ministration will give its annual 
dance on the tennis court to the 
members of the senior dass and 
their guests. 
The Alumni Corporate Commun-
ion will occur at 7 :30 a. m., Satur-
day, and the regular alumni meet-
ing at 10:00 a. m ., in Bard Hall. 
W. Judson Rand, Bard class of 1937, 
is planning to give an organ concert 
in the chapel at 11 o'clock in the 
morning, and at that time the an-
nual meeting of the board of trus-
tees will also be held. 
Alumnus to Speak 
The commencement exercises are 
to start promptly at 2 :00 in the aft-
ernoon. The Reverend James L. 
Whitcomb, Headmaster of Hoosac 
School, is to give the principal ad-
dress to the outgoing classmen. 
Father Whitcomb is a graduate of 
st. Stephen's College. His son, 
lJavid, is a member of the graduat-
ing class. Mr. George H. Genzmer 
will give out diplomas as in the past. 
Candidates for the degree are as 
follows: Scott Bates, David Burnett, 
Adrian Cubberley, Leon Denison, 
Wesley Dochtermann, Richard Elt-
ing, Robert Ficker, Allen Foster, 
Alan Fraser, Milton Grafrath, Jus-
tin Grey, Hermon Holt, and John 
Honey. 
William JOTdy, Roger Merrill, 
Stanley Merrill, John Muller, Domi-
nick Pappandrea, Joseph Pickard, 
Douglas Potter, George Rosenberg, 
Donald Sanville, Richard Snyder, 
John Steinway, and Thomas Stew-
art. Walter Waggoner, English 
Walling, David Whitcomb, and Don-
ald Worcester. 
In addition to the above Seniors 
who reside on campus, four Bard 
students now at Columbia College 
will be awarded degrees. They are 
Henry Baker, John Harris, George 
Raducan, and Dalton MacBee. 
Charles E. Selvage,' who has been 
spending his senior year with the 
University of Delaware foreign study 
unit in France, will also receive a 
degree. He will not be back in this 
country in time for commencement. 
o 
SIGS PLEDGE TWO MEN 
Sigma. Alpha Epsilon Fraternltt 
has pledged two new men, Charles 
Wyman, a freshman, and Daniel 
Buckley, a junior. 
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L,ooking Around 
______ WILLIAM H. JORDY__ __ _ J 
Then~ are two ways to look at commencements. 
We can be sentimental : during the commencement 
address moved by the Roman-candle quality of the 
"now-we-are-going-out-into -the - great - wide - world" 
rhetoric; during the baccalaureate service, intoning the 
amens more solemnly than ever before, and after it 's 
aU over, backing down the front drive tearfully wav-
ing innumerable goodbyes to those with whom we've 
spent four years. Or we can be cynical about the 
whole thing. It's fashionable now to denounce the 
Victorian emotionalism connected with commence-
ALMS FOR OBLIVION 
QUACK! QUACK!, a musical 
far ce in two acts adapted from 
Moliere's "The Doctor in Spite of 
Himself,' staged by Paul M orri-
son, settings and costumes by 
David Burke, music by Paul King-
ston and Douglas Potter, and ly-
rics by Chance, presented at the 
Bard Theatre June 2 and 3. 
pleasing baritone voice , and render-
ed especially well his several verse 
lines . 
We're convinced that, to be com-
pletely successful, any Bard show 
reeds a pretty face and a trim ankle. 
Vassar does her part in loaning 
Elizabeth Birmingham, blessed with 
both, who does more than justice 
to flat lyrics with a lilting voice 
and oh-such-nice eyes. Robert 
Ficker makes his debut by tangling 
F ea tures Edi tor \VIL LIAM H. JORDY 
SPOTts Editor D ON ALD E. \VORCBS TER 
Busin ess IltJanaue1' ........ W ESLE Y P . DOCHTBRM AN 
REPORTING STAFF 
.JOH N H (;!';I1Y P ETBR LEA\'EN S 
I ments by a "realistic" cynicism which sneers at the black bath-robes, the flatulent oratory, the "oh"-ing 
I
I and "ah"-ing relatives, and the Latin-encrusted rec-
tangle of cardboard which represents the passing of 
a definite interval of time during which very indef-
inite accomplishments have (or were supposed to have) 
They all laughed when they with her, which is not a bad way 
heard of the title; they laughed to make a debut. He, it is rumored 
harder when "Quackl Quackl" was about, threatens to encroach upon 
staged. As it was planned to be, the popularity of Tyrone Power and 
the farce adaptation of Moliere's Robert Taylor for obvious reasons. 
comedy is very funny , but it is even Male Plays Female 
funnier than the title suggests. It Bartlett, Bjornsgaard, Burke, and 
bursts with belly-laughs, which is a Kingston fill their roles well. John 
good thing for the Bard Theatre. Steinway and Frank earthy are 
HA n KY \VI N T~;HBOTT(n l ROBERT HABERMA N 
D OllGLMl SCH ULTZ F RAN K BJOR NSGAARD 
CONTRIBUTING BOARD 
EDGAR A N DERSON HARRIS \VORCES Tlm 
Subscription rates: $2.00 per year, $1.25 per 
semester. 
AT LAST A SOLUTION 
THE Dean and the Student Council are to 
. be congratulated on reaching what ap-
pears to be an intelligent and final solu-
tion of the perennial rooming problem. 
During the last few yea'fS undergraduates 
have cleverly evaded the former rules and 
secured suites in one of the Stone Row 
buildings ahead of their Senior neighbors. 
This new plan, if wisely enacted, will 
remedy an obviously unfair situation and 
will establish a basis for a more equitable 
distribution of suites in the future. 
DIE JUDEN ... 
ANTI-SEMITISM is the worst, the most dange'fous, and the most wide-spread 
of the mental diseases of the country. We 
have noticed it here on campus more than 
once. But wherever we have seen it in 
colleges and schools it has been a lurking 
horror, usually apologized for, and gener-
ally attempts are made to keep it in the 
background. So yesterday we were shock-
ed and not a little bit afraid as we scanned 
one of our exchange papers, f'fom a smug 
little prep school in Philadelphia, the Chest-
nut Hill Academy, and found a school 
where good little American boys boast of 
their anti-Jewish prejudices; where, in a 
recent poll, sixty-five percent of the stu-
dents thought Hitler has "the right idea 
about the Jews." It might be indicative 
of the school's liberal thinking to note that, 
in the same poll, "F.D.R." is overwhelming-
ly the "character in the public eye found 
especially horrid." 
This choice bit of OU'f educational sys-
tem is part of the America of tomorrow-
65% anti-Semitic. True, this particular 
school is probably fed by the most rabid of 
American reactionary riches. But there it 
is-out in the open. It scares us. The 
word "riches" scares us - fOT it strikes 
home. We can't do very much about Chest-
nut Hill, but we can do something about 
Bard. We can be intelligent enough t~ 
stamp out this horrible anti-Semitic fiction. 
Still that 65% is ominous. When the lads 
with the gold-lined pockets start boasting 
about it, it certainly can, to overwork the 
hackneyed phrase, happen here. 
8 HOLES ... 
A· BAREL Y healed wound inflicted by the loss of Dr. Carpenter, MT. Williams, 
and Coach Ackerman last year is to be irri-
tated further this June, when eight more 
facul~y members leave. We cannot avoid 
·a: feeling of disappointment when we re-
':ali'ze that "leave of absence," as well as 
'resignations and "emeritus," means we 
shan 'no longer have with us men like Drs. 
Phalen, .Obreshkove, Upton, and Fr. Yates. 
i:eut'Uieir contributions to Bard will remain, 
'~nd '\v'e , can only wish them brilliant success 
:wherever their roads may lead. 
taken place. The "realist " would much rather sell the 
larger pieces of furniture to underclassmen, knot the 
rest in a handl{erchief, and quietly set out with an 
atlas rather than have a commencement tell him how 
"great and wide" the world is. 
And Moliere, God rest his merry much funnier than most crotchety 
soul, is responsible for neither the old men and males feminized with 
success nor the comedy of this par- toy balloons. 
ticular production by the Bard The- Lyrics by Chance suffered in com-
But there i s a value to the individual in atre. To Paul Morrison, who con- , parison with Music by Paul King-
commencement, in spite of its apparent deter- ceived and staged the hilarity, and ston and Douglas Potter, but that 
minatiun to smother individualism under to Peter Hobbs and Frank Over- criticism does not apply to the verse 
ceremcny. Perhaps the worth to the indivi- ton, who executed mUCh of it, must of the prologue, which if done with 
go full credit. If Moliere turns in a little more precisi~n , would be 
dual is most strikingly illustrated by a Colum- his grave, it will only be to hide even a brighter spot than it is now. 
bia graduate who will "at any time" call for what his countrymen call a visage Begone with run-of-the-mill 
his diploma at someone's uffice. Somehow rouge. three-acters, though they may be 
that is a bleak commercial prospect; as de- First Attempt at Slapstick Broadway successes. ' , Q li a c k ! 
void of meaning as purchasing a railroad Final judgment on this production Quack l" (writing it; I'm losing my 
ticket; and the individual tends to think as must rest on three general conclu- patience with that title) exposes 
little about the importance and meaning of sions. In the first place, "Quack! the viscera of playmaking, pulls 
his diploma as he does about the importance Quack" was something of a theatri- off its wig and putty nose, and ex-
of the railroads to the economic welfare of cal stunt, and an experiment for the plodes its pompousity. Double-edged 
Bard Theatre in every sense of the satire for that reason, it betters 
the United States, on being handed a weekend word. It was the Theatre's first at- Moliere. Orson Welles has his 
excursion ticket to New York City. Certainly tempt at honest, robust, slap-stick "Julius Caesar," Michael Todd has 
commencement is as false a front as the mar- comedy . Secondly, it utilized talent his "Hot Mikado," Paul Morrison 
ble facade of the small town bank-one to from the other two crafts of music has his - (shouts of "Treason! 
which intelligent people will object even as and verse. Finally, it depended not Treason !") 
they object to fraternity initiations, marriages, at all on what the staff had seen 
-W.H.W. 
and funerals--but yet the very inflation of the done by such a notorious originator 
ritual makes the occasion important. It gives as Orson Welles. Hustling' Moliere i BARD HALL CONCERT 
. . off to a convenient bar, the staff I 
to it a tangibleness WhiCh, if it can stimulate re-considered and re-wrote an old The Bard Hall trio concert of 
the commencement speaker to analyse profes- French favorite . Here is virtue in Sunday, May 14, was generally 
sionally the value of a college education and to any theatre, but at Bard or in col- agreed to have been the finest that 
consider the future, tends to encourage the lege playhouses in general, it is the the college has been able to enjoy 
graduate and the underclassman to evaluate acme of achievement. in recent years. Walter Bricht, 
their own achievements, to weigh what has That is what we have to say in pianist , Guido Brand, violinist, and 
been done against what they hope to do, and general about "Quack' Quackl" Fritz Magg, 'cellist, played accord-
thereby lay the basis for future activity. In particular it is funny as Hell. ing to the best Carnegie Hall stan-
(Here I betray my malleable na- dards, to a diminutive and appreci-
So, looking back, the class of 1939 asks "was col- ture and my acquiescence to the ative audience Which felt rather em-
lege worth while?" By "college" it means Bard. By spirit of the play.> To hear our barrassed that most of the college 
"worth while ," something tu be judged on personal little theatre shake with laughter should see fit to go to the movies 
standards. Yet such personal standards need not in response to a bawdy gesture or and let such an excellent musical 
make the answers so dissimilar that there could be no a lascivious leer does one's heart program pass by. 
general agreement on a few evaluations of the past good, so r~re are such pleasures ~ith The program included Brahms' 
four years. "Was Bard worth while? " The answer I a s~~permg, Samuel" French pIece Trio in C Minor , Schubert's Trio in 
to the question lie for the most part in what Bard or Charley s Aunt. Hobbs and B Flat Major and Mendelssohn's 
. . s . Overton, as they deserved, took the Trio in D Minor. These well chosen 
IS to start WIth, what the catalogue promIses. We audience like Grant took Richmond' selections are generally familiar and 
might begin by saying that Bard is small, and in I and with no less devastation. Con~ melodious, and the really brilliant 
addition, because of its liberal program, individual. fronted with situations that de- performance was received with con-
Undoubtedly it is because of its smallness and indivi- manded a sense of dramatk timing spicuous and unusually sincere en-
duality of program that one can irrefutably claim as acute as that of the Marx thusiasm. 
that everyone in the senior class has personally profit- Bros. (of whom Overton continu- This Sunday, June 4, at 8:00 p. m ., 
ed tremendously from college. All of us "grew up" ally reminded us), the faggot-binder in Bard Hall, will be the last con-
in four years. We were liberated from home environ- and his wife nowhere stumbled, no- cert of the season. The program is 
ment Which we accepted completely in blindly taking where lost a chance to rouse hoots espeCially varied and interesting. It 
over beliefs because they were our parents. We learn- from the house, nowhere slackened a includes everything from the double 
ed to control our emotions, the value of introspection. grueling pace. Moderations in the concertos for violin by Bach and 
We discovered new fields of study, new books, new tempo were noticeable only at the Vivaldi, piano selections, vocal and 
friends, new experiences. For the first time, we were entrance of a third character or a recorder duets, to original composi-
"on our own," and forced to make decisions. We song. Academy awards to Overton tions by Theodore Strongin and 
waded in on life, getting wet gradually. Perhaps and Hobbs, Mr. and Mrs. Faggot- Frank Wigglesworth. 
even now the water is no more than hip-high. But binder, respectively. The performers will be Mrs. Flor-
because some of us are taking the big plunge into the The rest of the cast obviously ence Cubberley, Miss Lilliebelle Bar-
future, While others will wade still . more deeply faced the stiffest of competition, ton, Miss Evelyn Swenson, Mrs. 
through graduate school, it might be well to look on but no wit of their success is con- Marjorie Yates, Mr. Brand, Strong-
the other side of "smallness" and "individuality" for cealed by that. Interlocutor Ray in, Wigglesworth, and Dr. Paul 
a moment. Schnitzer displayed practiced form Schwartz. 
Smallness means narrowness. If it means as a maestro-conductor, revealed a -Roger Merrill 
that everyone knows everyone else well, it also there have been weak protests on I catalogue it must 1'equire the very 
means that he knows them too well. While in 
most colleges such smallness would stifle the part of the committee on admis- best in students and faculty. 
many-sided, cosmopolitan intelledual activ- sions that such a program will not Was Bard worth while? What 
ity, such is fortunately (and quite miraculous- react adversely on the educational will the Bard graduate be twenty 
ly) not the case here. Its "smallness" is felt standards of the college. Now we years from now? Has he been 
rather in the emotional strains which are are told that next year will bring ten given the philosophical approach 
built up among faculty, students, and admin- boys who can't read (very welD but to Iite?-which is the ideal of 
istration. It is further felt in the social life who can pay $1500 for a five-year every liberal educational institu-
of the college. When balloons have to be sent rehabilitation program. Yet what tion, but one which is very sel-
up for prom dates, and one boy uses an Even- equipment do we possess to rehabili- dom realized because of the 
ing Vesper Service to pray that a certain girl tate such students? I know, for t'f' . t· f d rt 
will accept his invitation (she came-another ar I IClal separa Ion 0 epa-
convert!), it is something to cease being merely instance of only thTee faculty mem- ments under the present aca-
amused about. And yet there probably isn't bers who are patient enough demic system-yes, even at Bard. 
too much the college can do beyond its faculty and who can organize things Twenty years will telL In the 
dances, except possibly to stimUlate further with sufficient appeal to be meanwhile, Bard faces its 
extra-curricular activities which take the called "beginning" teachers with greatest crisis in the immediate 
stUdent outside the college, such as debating boys who can read moderately well. years ahead. The out-in-the-
and public speaking for instance; and to utilize To accept boys who are not "dis- open money raising is apparent-
the field trip (particularly to New York City). tinctive" is dishonest: not only to ly past. But there remains the 
The real need is for a sufficiently large social the boys themselves, Who will find plight of a small school which is 
center to house guests, not only for the purely It h 1 in danger of sacrificing its ideals 
social, but also for the intellectual-social ex- here a facu y w 0, however exce - to economic needs. The class of 
change of ideas in the well-planned "confer- lent for advanced students, freely 1939 leaves just when the crisis 
ence." admit their impatience with back- is most acute. It is unfortunate 
. , ".." wardness; but also to the rest of tne that a few members of this class Turnm~ to. Bard s mdIviduality We see its student body which will be slowed have for the most part been the 
strongest sIde,. Its . most solemn catalogue persuasion. down by such students to a greater college's only outspoken critics. For individuahty IS the key-note of the "Bard pro- 1 • 
gram," and explains the benefits which it gives beyond degree th~n m larg~r c~lle~es where Bard needs honest, fearless 
those of the average small college. But now such a the very SIZe of the mstltutIOn dead- criticism on the part of both 
program seems to be seriously handicapped for lack ens the intellec~ual ~nd. -:motional faculty and students. Only in 
of endowment. The evils of drawing all boys from problems of a smgle mdlV!dual. If this way will its idealism be re-
one economic class have been hashed over before; and the Bard program is to continue per alized. 
With the 
Squad 
__ by Frank Bjornsgaard __ 
It is, perhaps, good policy for new 
editors to let their readers know 
from the very beginning just where 
they stand on problems basic to 
their departments. We are, then, 
since recently, opposed to intercol-
legiate sports at Bard College. 
Frankly, the baseball season is re-
sponsible for the conversion. Last 
fall we were strong supporters of 
intercollegiate competition, and 
campaigned vigorously for their con-
tinuance. We had an answer for 
every argument that the opposition 
could produce, but arguments like 
14-0, 21-1, and 17-5 cannot be ans-
wered. There may be hope for the 
soccer and tennis teams, but it is 
more than possible that the records 
of these teams look much better in 
comparison with the records of other 
Bard teams than they do with the 
records of the teams of other 
schools. This department, there-
fore, professes a strong conviction 
that intercollegiate contests should 
be dropped from the Bard College 
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Unbeaten Eulexians Cop Softball Crown 
- - - ----- - - - - - --- - - -_._ - - -
WIN FINAL GAME 
TAKING FACULTY 
r -.---- .. ----------
Tennis Squad Wins Year's First Victory 
From Albany State; Nine Ends Poor Season 
Sigs, Teachers End In Tie 
For Second Place 
In Last Half 
~---- .-~ 
Bard's baseball nine ended one of 
its worst seasons two weeks ago 
when Albany State trounced the 
Scarlet and White, 19-0, at Albany. 
COURTS OPENED FOR 
HORSESHOE PITCHING 
The home team ran up its large Campus intramural activities en-
score as Bard's outfielders allowed larged their scope one notch last 
The Eulexians clinched t op honors week with the addl·tl·on of two horse-
. tl I t f t ·t S ftb 11 pop flies to roll past them for home 
m 1e n er ra erm y 0_ a shoe pitching courts behind South 
League by virtue of their last inning I runs. The visitors missed quite a 
win over the Faculty on Wednesday, I few chances to tally when they end- Hall. Interest in the barnyard game 
After suffering two decisive de-
feats at the hands of Middlebury 
and the Poughkeepsie Tennis Club, 
the tennis team traveled to Albany 
State on May 13 and natched the 
season's first victory from the up-
staters. The whole match was ex-
tremely close and it was only in 
the final set that the outcome was 
decided. has developed rapidly among num-
May 31. The first half was won by · ed innings with men on third. Dan ts Wayne Horvitz and Don Worces-
the Eulexians and if they had Buckley pitched the whole nine e~otus studen and some lively ter easily took their singles matches 
drop'ped the final game they would a er-supper games have been con-frames for Bard. ducted. Although there was some but Davy Burnett was forced to 
have been tied with the Faculty at three long match b f h d' 
three games each in the second half. Encouraging notes in the perform- talk of formulating a "horseshoe es e ore e IS-
The defeat of the Faculty in the ance of the Annandale lads were the league," it has been decided that any posed of his opponent. The other 
increased hitting of the team, Don formal matches will be in tThe form three singles went to Albany State 
final game left them undefeated of challenges. Kappa Gamma Chi and the match was even. The three 
for the 3cascn. Lehmann and Charley Wyman pick- has scheduled the first encounter- doubles decided the match. Ben 
Outside of the Faculty's strong ing up three safeties apiece, and two yet to be played-with the Eulex- Seidman and Horvitz met defeat in 
comeback in the second half, the double plays, the only ones of the ians. I their combination encounter but the 
major upset was the defeat of the game and the first for Bard all sea- ----{)-. I Worcester-Burnett duo retaliated to 
Kaps. last year's champions, by the son. The first twin killing was STEVENS, '35, TO GET tie the contest again. It was only 
Sigs, who failed to win a single from Buckley to George Lambert at the sterling play of Captain Doug 
game during the entire first half. first to Wyman at home. The sec_CORNELL MED. DEGREE Potter and Scotty Bates which pull-
In the closing contest between the and, which ended the home team's ed the meet out of the fire with the 
Faculty and the Eulexians, at the Richard H. Stevens, Bard, '35, number 1 doubles victory of 6-3, 6-4, 
start of the last inning the Faculty time afield, was from Bill Rueger at will receive the degree of Doctor to make the total match score 5-4 
sports schedule. had a slight lead of 4-3 , the lowest third to Lambert. f d in favor of Bard. I r 'th th"d h a Me icine on Wednesday, June 7, 
n me WI IS 1 ea, per aps, score of any league game this sea- On the Monday before the Albany from the Cornell University Medi- On the Saturday of Senior Ball 
there should be pointed out son. Scotty Bates, Don Worcester, State game, Bard was taken to the cal College, New York City, where' k d th P hk . T 
what seems to' us to be a fallacy and Wayne Horvitz scored for the cleaners by a visiting Drew team. he has been a student for four ~~~b e~layed ea r~:rn :~~~~ o~n~~~ 
in the reasoning of those who Eulexians, however, and the game - - -0- --- years. He has been appointed to courts. "Bouncing Ben" Seidman 
have been crticising the intra- was over. DEAN ASSIGNS ROOMS . t h' t 1n the NO.5 slot was the only Bard-
mural program. That there have ' - ; I - an m erns Ip in S . John's River- man who won hl's sl'ngles and he 
The league standings for both STARTI G side Hospital, Yonkers , New York. 
been fewer organized leagues halfs are: N NEW PLAN While at Bard, Mr. Stevens was needed three sets to do it. The 
this year than formerly is free- First Half ___ a member of the Kappa Gamma doubles went in straight sets to the 
ly admitted, but this lack has Team Won Lost Student applications for rooms for _ Chi Fraternity and of the Dragon visitors. The final match score of 
bee:n more than compensated for Eulexians 4 0 the 1939-1940 academic year were I Club; and at Medical College, he ; 8-1 showed that Poughkeepsie had 
by the promotion of unorganized K.G.X. . 3 1 received by Dean Harold Mestre in has been a member of the Nu I not lost any of its early season 
sports. Ping-pong, badminton, Faculty................. ...... ..... 2 2 the administrative office Thursday I ?igma Nu. He is one of a graduat- i talent when they took Bard by the 
volleyball, and horseshoe pitch- Non-Sacs .. ........ .. ..... ....... 1 3 afternoon. Choices were permitted mg class of 63. same match score. 
ing have all had a large turn- S .A.E. ... ....... ........ 0 4 according to the recently adopted 0 Last Saturday Bard was host to 
out- a turn-out that shows that plan Which provides that first choice PICKARD STAR IN TRACK the crack Springfield College team 
whatever changes have taken T Second Half shall go to students having had the who succeeded in sweeping the 
eam Won Lost most years in college. match 9-0 but not without consid-
place, have been in line with the Eulexian..<; ..... .. .. .. ... .... .... 4 0 More explicitly, in the case of rCont·inued from page V erable opposition on the part of the 
theory of the greatest good for Faculty... .. .... .... .... .... .. .. ... 2 2 suites, this scheme favors first two Strongin, also the only entrants', all Locals. In the singles Worcester ex-
the greatest number. S.A.E. .................... .. ........ 2 2 sen~ol's, then a senior and junior, respectively. tended his second set to 12-10 be-
Now that the annual Memorial ~~~~~~c~ .. : .. .. · ...... · .. ·........ i ; semar and sophomore, two juniors, K.G.X., with 59 points in all, of fore he bowed. The outstanding 
Day 500 mile blood-orgy is over, the etc. course, was far and away the win- j match of the day was the number 
automobile-racing world can start 0 Occupa~cy trends were much the ner of the interfraternity affair. 1 doubles when Potter and Bates 
limbering up next year's sacrifices. BARD INTERCOLLEGIATE same. as m years past, with wider I The Eulexians, represented mainly lost the first set 7-5, came back 
When thousands of people stand in SCHEDULES UNCERT AIN selectIOn offered because of the by Cubberley, the Sigs, whose lead- strongly to take the second set 12-10 
the hot sun all day just to see how Plans for next year's sports pro- curr,ent. small studen~ body. Stone ing point-scorer was Lambert, and after. a long fi~ht and then finally 
many drivers get killed pushing gram at Bard are very indefinite, as Ro\\ SUItes drew the~r usual capa- the Non-Socs, s.uppo!te? by King- lost m the thIrd 6-1, to end the 
overpowered little gas buggies far as "The Bardian" could find out. CIty, alt.hough a leamng towar~ the stan and Strongm prmClpally, made match. 
around a track for a little over four I Several tent atively scheduled games I modermty of .~lbee was eVlde~t. the scramble for a far-behind sec- A final collegiate match with Drew 
hours one wonders exactly how far in intercollegiate basketball and ' ~ew students WIll occupy vacanCIes and place hot, as they ended in the at Madison N. J. today will end 
our civilization has advanced from baseball have not bee~ verified by ~o ~~~tt: Hall and Seymour, while order. mentioned, with 16, 13 and the current 'season for the Bard net-
the days of the Roman Colosseum. the Bard athletic department and no p. IS to be used next . year for 10 pomts. men. 
We have great difficulty being complete schedule in any varsity practIce chambers and offICes. IF================.. 
gloomy when a car goes over a fence sport has been arranged. It is --- .' . --- --~ 
and kills a couple of spectators; it thought that attempts will be made 
seems such a perfect example of by the administration to cut down 
divine justice. They came hoping the intercollegiate competition to a 
to see blood, and they got it. large extent. 
BARD COLLEGE TAXI 
George F. Carnright 
PHONE 165 
Red Hook New York It is very trite to say that any-
thing can happen in sports, but 
we have had two grand ex-
amples of it in the softball 
league this spring. We are 
speaking of the comebacks made 
by the Sig and the Faculty 
teams. The Sigs, especially at-
tel' losing every game last half, 
displayed unexpected power in 
tying the Faculty for second 
place this half. The Faculty 
themselves pulled a rabbit out 
of the hat when they took a 
first inning lead over the unde-
feated Eulexian team, and held 
it until the last half of the last 
inning. Only a last minute rally 
brought the Hill-Billies out on 
top. This constant possibility of 
upsets is the only thing that 
keeps hope alive in the heart o-f 
a Philadelphia baseball fan 
these days. 
unless they are broken up the way 
Connie Mack broke up his cham- I 
pionship A's in 1933. Mack sold his ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
stars because they had to be paid '" " , , ;-vr 
And speaking of organized base-
ball (we were, weren't we?) there 
doesn't seem to be much ch~nce of 
any other team's heading the 
Yankees for the next few years, 
~orrison 's 
/R eslauran l 
SIZZLING STEAKS 
17 Cannon St. 
POUGHKEEPsm, N. Y. 
immense salaries, and they weren't 
bringing the fans to the ball park. 
A ball cluB is a business enterprise 
and has to make money. The Yan-
kees, however, turned away 10,000 
would-be customers on Tuesday be-
cause there was no more room for 
them in the park. It 's hard to lose 
money when you have the fans sup-
porting you at the turnstiles that 
way. 
In closing, we want to say that 
this department welcomes any criti-
cisms or suggestions. Arguments 
taken on day or night. If We can't 
answer them, we'll print them. 
Authorized Distributor 
- of-
Bulova Watches 
Watch Repairing 
-And-
Special Order Work 
Done on the Premises 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
BEEI(MAN ARMS 
The Oldest Hotel in America 
• 
Rhinebeck. N. Y. 
"Truly, the Rendezvous of Friends" 
First 
National Bank 
Red Hook, N. Y. 
Greasing 
Cars Called For and Delivered 
Tydoi Gas 
Veedol Motoroil 
Smith's Service Stcltion 
Barrytown, N. Y. 
AUTO ACCESSORIES 
WILLIAM C. AUCOCK 
ESTATE 
Fruits 
Meats 
Vegetables 
Groceries 
Honor Brand Frosted Foods 
Red Hook Phone 63 
College Delivery 
ORCHARD SUPPLY 
Incorporated 
HARDWARE 
Red Hook 
New York 
:--------------------------------------------------------------------------j 
I I i F. H. PIERSON & SON ! 
: : 
Wholesa.!e Dealers in 
Meats and Poultry 
473-477 MjAIN STREET 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
Quality Plus Service 
, 
~ 
l 
! 
! 
i 
! 
I 
._----------------------------------------------------.. --------.------------~ 
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Kaps, Sigs Leading Rifle Teams \ HOLT'S COLOR MOVIE ! Faculty To Lose Eight I STUDENT BODY VOTES 
As 1st Gun Club Season Nears End IN 'CINE-KODAK NEWS' Men After This Semester I FOR COUNCIL BUDGET 
~--~------------------------- The Eastman Kodak Company is i The student convocation, meeting 
to print in the July issue of "Cine- B t ICO~inu:rd ;~~ x:;ge .1~ I on Thursday evening, after dinner The Gun Club, Bard's latest 
sporting outfit, is shooting rapidly 
to great heights. According to Bert 
Leefmans, none of the boys have 
reached the perfection of the "two-
gun man" yet, but he is optimistic 
concerning the future. 
The club was organized and a 
range established so that the boys 
who were interested could shoot'to 
theIr hea~cleSire-withouf-disturb-
ing the peace and quiet of our aca-
demic halls. All shooting is now 
confined to the range, and the na-
tional safety rules are faithfully 
observed. 
To date the club is composed of 
five - teams, the three Fraternities, 
the Non-Socs and the Help. The 
Faculty has expressed an interest, 
and will probably organize a team 
next year. The ultimate desire of 
the group, is to enter into competi-
tion with other colleges. 
Officers of the club are Warren 
Harris. chairman; and T. Pearse 
Reynoids, treasurer. There is a 
Board of Governors which is com-
posed of Ed Bartlett, Andy Swift, 
Harris, Leefmans and Hal Henck:en. 
Swift, Bartlett and Harris make up 
the Target Committee. 
To obtain membership it is nec-
essary to pass some fairly simple 
marksmanship requirements, and 
to pay the dues of fifty cents a 
semester. Each team pays fifteen 
cents for every match in which it 
participates. 
The club hopes to add a trap-
shooting skeet to their facilities 
next year. Members have expressed 
the hope that the organization will 
STRATFORD 
poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
June 3 
BING CROSBY and 
JOAN BLONDELL 
in 
"East Side o,f Heaven" 
BARDAVON 
Poughkeepsie, K. Y. 
June 3 
It's A Wo-nderful World 
JAMES STEWART 
CLAUDETTE COLBERT 
TWEED TWEED! 
SCIENCE ICLUB SEES 
'FI'I~, PI'CKS OFFIC'ERS 
Kodak News" an article on a 16- os on. r. ac ill raWlC, n- in the Dining Commons, under pre-
millemeter natural-color motion pic- st~uctor and Tutor i? Psychology, siding Senior Marshal Peter Hobbs' 
ture entitled "Beauty and the W.Ill retur~ to ColumbIa to work for chairmanship, heard Senior Marshal 
Beast." This Kodachrome short- hlS doctor s degree. Harold Hencken read the budget for 
The Science Club recently elected eighteen mcnths in production-was In regard to replacement appoint- next year as drafted by the Student 
its officers for the academi~ year, conceived, directed, and filmed by ments for next years, Dean Harold I Council with $1,800 as its total the 
1939-1940. Bert Leefmans was chosen Hermon Holt senior Mestre indicated that a number of allots $100 to a literary publication 
president, and Andrew Swift, re- "B 'd th B' t"· men were under consideration but other the "THE BARDIAN," $400 to 
eauty an e eas IS a sea- . . "T ,J " $150 t Cl b $150 
elected vice-president. Warren Har- b fil f 11 td that no deCISIons would be made un- HE .!JARDlAN, 0 U s, 
rIS' will be secretary and Robert sfon- ~-season tmt °b a ttOU oOdrsl' til a later date. to a miscellaneous, $375 to the 
eaturmg a I;>re y rune e mo e I Senior Ball $325 for the Junior-
Aufricht, trea.surer. and her Engllsh setter. The fields, I S h ' P $300 f th 
d d t · f M h The faculty met yesterday and op omore rom, or e In an open meeting on May 22, the woo s, an moun alns 0 assac u- . Freshman Frolic 
setts and New Hampshire supplied elected a secretary and a represen- . . ' . Science Club offered two motion pic- th b k d tt· A ! tative to the Columbia University On WIllIam Rueger's motIOn the 
tures. One was "Beyond the Rain- e i ac tghr?un t· sle m~lsl' be tccoml -I' Council Mr Artine Artinian French budget was unanimously adopted as pany ng IS ar IC e WI we ve . ., , d d H bb did th C bow," explaining dye manufacture, "stills" enlarged directly from the mstructor, was elected as ~ecretary rea .an ? s ec are e on-
and the other pictured the making movie of the faculty, succeedmg Mr. vocatIOn adjourned. 
of ethyl alcohol. Holt has recently completed an ~?r~e Genzmer of the English 0 
At its last meeting on Monday, abstract movie as his senior project. dIVISIOn, who was held that post for Classes,Fratemities 
the past four year. As representa-
moving pictures produced by the 0 tive to the University Council, Dr. Pick Next Year's Officers 
Malinkrodt Chemical Works on the POST TALKS AT BARD C. Theodore Sottery, Chemistry 
history of anesthetic ether were teacher, was chosen to take the (Continued from page 1) 
shown. place of Dr. Upton. h' d J h C t ~ (Continued trom page 1J s lp an 0 n as elli to tue sec-
be able to join the National 
Association. 
--- 0 retaryship. 
Rifle which this particular class could FULLER GIVES SERMON At its meeting last week Kappa 
agree. Gamma Chi Fraternity chose Wil-
The positions of the 
teams in the club's match 
are as follows: 
various On Friday, May 12, Harold J. Mr. Edward Fuller, of the chem- Ham Rueger, president, Frederick 
averages Kennedy, playwright and actor, istry department, gave the sermon Sharp, vice-president; Charles Bev_ 
spoke on "Theatre Today." Mr. at the college chapel last Sunday. ers, treasurer, and Joel McNair, 
Club Won Lost Kennedy felt that significant He professed, as a scientist, to be- secretary. Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
changes have occurred in the thea- lieve in the existence of God and Fraternity has elected Harold Henc-
1 tre in the last ten years, resulting I urged college men not to neglect ken, president. Eugene Eisenlohr 
1 m a basically stronger movement the spiritual side of their life while vice-president, Norman Ream treas~ 
1 movement, playing to a highly in- tending to the intellectual and social urer and Wesley Phillipso~, sec-
K.G.X . ............................ 3 
S.A.E ........ ....................... 3 
Non-Socs ...................... 1 
Eulexians ... .. . ....... .. ....... 0 
Help ........... ..................... 0 
LYCEUM 
THEATRE 
Red Hook, N. Y. 
June 3 
"DODGE CITY" 
ERROL FLYNN 
OLIVIA de HAVILAND 
BRIAN DONLEVY 
June 4 and 5 
"Calling Dr. Kildare" 
and 
"Romance o·f the 
Redwoods" 
June 6 and 7 
"Y ou 'Can't Get Away 
With Murder" 
and 
1 telligent and selected audience. sides. __________ I_r_et_a_ry. ____ _ 
3 ---- -
"Women Iii the Wind" 
STYLE WISE? 
- - - we'll be glad to 
show yeu the really 
new ideas - - - - - -
!t .~ g;;=~!.~
289 Main Street 
POUGHKEEPSm, N. Y. 
JUNE IS HERE 
At the New York World's Fair 
••. Captain NANCY LOWRY and her 
Guides will show millions their way around. Smart, colorful, easy draping, tweed suits for summer. Available in Biswings and Three-button models. The suit to mix with 
odd slacks and sport coats. 
$25 to $35 
M. SHWARTZ Ii CO. 
"THE HOME OF GOOD CWTHES" 
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y. 
A Boy"s Best Friend is His 
COLLEGE .STORE 
When Y ou"re Getting Your Rebates 
Have a Look at Our New College 
Shirts and Book Bargains 
And at the Fair ••. or wherever you go 
••. Chesterfield's right combination of the 
world's best cigarette tobaccos is showing 
millions the way to more sm~king pleasure. 
Whenyou try themyou'll know why Chest-
erfields give smokers just what they want 
in a cigarette . .. more refreshing mildness 
• • • better taste • •• more pleasing aroma. 
THEY SATISFY 
hesterfield 
• • • the RIGHT COMBINATION of the world's best cigarette tobaccos 
• •. they're MILDER and TASTE BEnER Copyright 1939 tlGGJI1T & MYIIIlS TOBACCO Co. 
LITERARY SUPPLEMENT 
AND ALL THE KING'S MEN 
THE streets of Philadelphia were crowded 
with people hurrying toward the state-
House on Chestnut street. It was a Monday 
morning, the eighth day of July, in 1776. 
Christopher Andrews and his friend John 
Evans were standing in Sixth street laugh-
ing and talking as they watched the crowd 
in the State-House yard. 
"Look at them, Kit," John was saying. 
"They all think they'll miss something; and 
most of them already know every word of 
what they're going to hear. . . . Isn't that 
your mother and sister over there?" 
Kit looked and nodded his head. 
"Yes, it's Mother and Mary;" and then 
in disgust, "They are just like all the rest; 
both are such hot Whigs they can't even 
be civil to those who don't agree with them. 
I'm a Whig too, but I don't go shouting 
about it and shoving like a child." 
John put his hand on Kit's shoulder. 
"Don't judge them too harshly, Kit. I'm 
a Quaker by birth and practice and feel 
even more strongly· about these Whigs than 
you do; but your mother and sister aren't 
as unreasonable as many others. They have 
more intelligence and show more sense in 
the way they act. You have never seen 
them watch a Tory whipping, nor have they 
even denied my sister and me entrance to 
your house as other Whigs have." 
There was a ·sudden hush over the crowd, 
and all eyes were focused on the balcony 
of the observatory on the east side of the 
square, where Colonel Nixon stood with a 
large sheet of parchment held in his hands. 
He looked long and impressively at the peo-
ple gathered below. Kit heard someone 
cough behind him; some of the men removed 
their hats. 
"When in the course of human events ... " 
It was a loud, clear voice. Kit watched his 
face intently but heard nothing. It was hot; 
he could feel the beads of perspiration gath-
ered on his forehead. He did not recognize 
many of the people around him; some were 
listening eagerly, others were whispering to 
their neighbors. Kit thought of the events 
of the past year, of all that had led up 
to this important action . . . those fateful 
days at Lexington and Concord . . . Thomas 
Paine's pamphlet in January, which had 
caused such a furor everywhere . . . his 
father's friend, Silas Deane, slipping away 
in March to find aid in France for the 
colonists. 
John was standing beside Kit with his 
head bowed low, his eyes staring at his feet. 
Kit could tell what he was thinking-of his 
mother and father and sister sitting at home 
talking of non-resistance, of their duty to 
the king, disgusted with the violent measures 
being taken all over the country. Kit knew 
John was worried and confused, wondering 
whether to be loyal to his religion or to his 
country. 
There was a great stir in the gathering 
as John Nixon slowly pronounced the last 
words of the declaration-" . . . mutually 
pledged to each other our lives, our fortunes, 
and our sacred honor." The words could 
scarcely be heard; people were cheering and 
shouting; the crowd went wild in its en-
thusiasm. And above it all could be heard 
the bell in the State-House ringing loud and 
clear. A bonfire had been started in the 
middle of Walnut street. "Make way for the 
King's Arms," somebody shouted, and the 
cry was taken up all over the square as two 
young men pushed their way down the steps 
of the State-House and out towards the 
street holding the royal coat of arms between 
them. They threw it in the fire, and as it 
~urned there was loud clapping and cheer-
mg. 
John took Kit's arm and worked his way 
through the excited crowd. The streets were 
deserted below Fourth, except for a few dis-
gruntled Tories in heated talk about what 
they called the "wanton destruction and 
rebel foolishness up in the square." The 
two boys walked in silence until they reached' 
~~cond street. John leaned against a hitch-
mg-post and said in a strained voice, "What 
am. I going to do, Kit? Timothy Randolph 
enlIsted yesterday . . . and you'll be going 
soon." 
Kit looked long and hard at a small dog 
lying placidly in the dirty street. He was at 
a loss for words; he was too confused in 
his own mind to advise anyone. 
"We've got to do something," he finally 
answered. "It's not as easy for you to de-
cide . . . but I can't sit back and see all 
~y friends leaving to join the Army, feel-
l~~ as I do. You're different; your re-
lIgIOn and your family say you can't go. 
Father and Paul probably won't be back 
from English for another week. But mother 
and father won't take it well when 1 tell 
""Years 01 love bave been lorgot 
In tbe batred 01 a minute." 
.... Edgar Allen Poe 
by Donald W. Sanville 
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them. They're strong for our country, but 
they think I'm still a child. I don't believe 
they'd ever consent to my Jommg. They 
even treat Paul like a baby, and he is four 
years older than 1." 
"Well," sighed John, "the time hasn't come 
yet, and it's a god day. Let's go out on the 
river after dinner and forget about every-
thing for awhile." 
"Gladly. I'll meet you at my boat in about 
two hours." 
As John walked down Second street, Kit 
continued on Chestnut to Front. He turned 
into Pewter-Platter alley and stopped in 
front .of his large brick house. He heard 
women's voices, excited and shrill, coming 
through the open window. He walked up 
the three stePs and pushed open the door, 
which was standing ajar; his mother always 
had it that way on hot days. The sliding-
doors to the drawing-room were closed; he 
opened them and peered in cautiously. His 
mother was sitting in the large armchair 
by the fireplace, his sister and Sarah Evans 
on the settle by the window. They seemed 
anything but glad to see him, looked at 
him as though he were an intruder. 
"I'm very glad to see you, Sarah," he said, 
entering and bowing very low; then, casu-
ally, "I just left your brother. We're going 
out in my boat this afternoon to .... " 
"Kit," his mother interrupted, nervously 
fingering the arm of her chair, "You have 
come at a very inopportune moment." She 
gave Sarah a quick, disdainfUl look, sat up 
straight in her chair and continued, "Sarah's 
Quaker views have completely distorted her 
sense of propriety and decency to the point 
of downright rudeness and insult." She 
starred straight ahead of her at the window-
curtain blowing in the breeze, not daring 
to look at Sarah, who had jumped up, her 
face red and her eyes flashing in anger. She 
stood for a moment as though she were going 
to say something, making a slight movement 
toward Kit, who was looking at her in aston-
ishment. Then she lifted her skirts and 
with a stifled cry brushed past him and 
out the door. 
Kit ran to the window; Sarah was hurry-
ing down the street, stumbling over her 
long gray skirts, her bonnet askew, and her 
black hair in great disorder. 
"Mother!" Kit cried, "What have you 
done?" 
Mrs. Andrews sighed and brushed a wisp 
of hair away from her face, shaking her 
face, shaking her head sadly. Mary sat 
down on the stool and her mother's feet, 
while Kit watched impatiently waiting for 
his mother's answer, exasperated at her 
calm manner. 
"It wasn't Mother's fault, Kit." It was 
Mary who spoke, her eyes searching Kit's 
face as though they would somehow force 
him to understand what she ~aid. "Sarah 
was here when we came back from hearing 
the Declaration. She was furious and said 
more than she shOUld have . . . to us, who 
have always been her friends. Mr. and Mrs. 
Evans sent her to tell us you are not to see 
John again. He listened to the Declaration 
with you entirely against their wishes. And 
they say you have a very bad influence on 
John." 
"They said that?" Kit exclaimed in amaze-
ment. "I can't believe it ... it's not possible. 
And Sarah . . . did she feel that way about 
it too?" 
"Yes, Kit, she did," Mrs. Andrews answered 
slowly. "It was all so unlike Sarah ... she 
is always sa kind and considerate of others 
in everything." 
"Yes, she is, isn't she." Kit was talking 
more to himself than to his mother and 
sister. He could not understand it all-
Sarah and John, his childhood friends, gone 
just like his other friends who had enlisted 
with the regulars. His mother was saying 
something; he hadn't been listening. 
"Christopher ... Christopher." She had 
risen from her chair. "Forget about the 
whole matter. "1 don't want you to go near 
the Evanses again. Do you hear me? Just 
forget them. Come now, I think Katie has 
lunch ready for us." 
"Forget them, Mother! What do you mean, 
forget them?" He was shouting. "How can 
I? Sarah and John are my best friends. 
And maybe they're right about me being 
a bad influence. I guess it's true. But 
you shouldn't have talked to Sarah that 
way, Mother. You shouldn't have done it." 
"Kit, you are speaking to your mother," 
Mrs. Andrews said severely. "When· you feel 
that you can show me proper respect, I will 
listen. Until then, I do not want to hear 
another word on the subject. Shall We go 
into the dining-room, Mary? You mayfoBow 
whe!l you think you can be a gentleman, 
ChrIstopher ." 
Kit turned hisbaclt'and stood looking out 
the window, staring at the large brass 
knocker on the door across· the street. He 
wasn't sorry for what he . had said; he 
couldn't regret it. His mother had been 
wrong to say what she had to Sarah No 
he wouldn't apologiZe ... not now." any~ 
way . . . not until he had first seen Sarah 
and John. 
He hear Katie's timid voice behind him. 
"Mr. Christopher," she called unsteadily, 
"Mr. Christopher, your mother wants me to 
a.sk you if you're ready for lunch." 
"No, Katie, I'm not hungry. I'm going 
out for aWhile." 
Katie scurried back to the dining-room 
with the message, and Kit walked into the 
hallway, glaring at the large moon in the 
grandfather clock as though it had just 
made a face at him. As he went down the 
stone steps to the footwalk, he heard a rustle 
of skirts behind him. Mary was in the 
doorway calling, "Kit, Kit, where are you 
going?" And when he made no reply, she 
added, "Mother says you are not to see 
Sarah or John. Do you hear me, Kit? 
You are not to see Sarah or John." 
Kit heard, but he made no answer. It 
was time his mother learned that he was old 
enough to think and act for himself. He 
di~n't d~re go to the Evanses' house; being 
stnct FrIends, they wouldn't admit him after 
Sarah's scene with his mother and sister. 
What could he do? His boat-he could wait 
there and John might come as he had 
promised. 
Kit was in no hurry as he walked down 
Front street. He passed by the wharves 
along Water street and looked in the window 
of his father's warehouse where Jim was 
sitting on a high stool stooped over some 
figures, scratching his grey head and making 
wry faces at the papers on the desk. He 
hadn't seen Jim in a long time but did not 
feel like talking to the old clerk then. Kit 
turned away; that was where he was to be 
some day. His father had said when he 
d~parU:d for England, "Kit, 1 want you to be 
WIth JIm as much as you can while I am 
away. He will teach you the bUSiness, and 
when 1 return you will begin as a clerk, so 
that some day you will be able to carryon 
the business and my name . . . when I am 
gone." Kit frowned as he thought of it. 
Since his father had left, he had rarely been 
to see Jim. He was not interested in the 
shipping business, and he did not ever want 
to be a merchant. He had told his father 
t~at, but his father had only laughed. "It 
WIll come, my son, it will come. Your brother 
failed me, but you are made to be a mer-
chant; it is your duty to keep our name in 
the business alive. You are too young to 
decide as yet, but after you have had some 
experience, your heart will be in your work-
and then you will not want to do anything 
else." . Kit wished it might be true, but he 
knew It never WOUld. 
He went on past the ship-chandlers, the 
taverns, and the many warehouses along the 
waterfront, stopping at the bridge over Dock 
Creek. His boat was in its moorings just 
above the bridge, and there was a young 
girl sitting in it watching a barge slowly 
making its way towards the back of one of 
the warehouses. She turned her head, and 
he recognized Sarah. Kit thought she looked 
very beautifUl in her plain Quaker bonnet 
and dress blowing in the river breeze. She 
did not hear him approach until he was 
within a few feet of her; then she jumped 
up, not knowing what to say. He grinned 
and waited for her to speak. 
"Kit," she said nervously, "I shouldn't have 
come here, but ... well, I felt I must explain 
everything to you. Father has had com-
plaints from the elders of the Meeting . . . 
about our relations with you. And Kit, you 
must understand . . . it's not you really . . . 
it's what you stand for . . . your desire to 
resist the King and the home-country. Do 
you understand?" 
"Yes, Sarah," Kit answered quietly, his 
eyes on the ground, "I understand. Will 
you go out on the river with me and talk 
for a bit?" 
"Oh, no, I couldn't do that," she replied 
looking around her nervously, "If I am seen 
with you now I shall be severely punished. 
Father gave John a terrible hiding before 
dinner and he has been in his room ever 
since. It's the first time I have ever heard 
John talk disrespectfully to father. Oh, it 
was horrible. 1 have never seen Father so 
furious." 
"Shall we sit here behind this bush? We 
can't be seen except from the creek." 
"I really don't think I should/' she 
answered weakly; but she sat down, adding, 
"Only for a minute, Kit." 
"Sarah;- does this really mean that I won't 
be able to see you or John again?" 
Sarah, picked upa stone by her side and 
turned it over in her hand examining it 
curiously; then she looked squarely at Kit. 
"Yes, it means just that. It means that 
you can't see us unless you change your 
views. Why can't you be like your brother, 
Kit? I have had two letters from him; you 
know, he is loyal to the king." 
"No, I didn't know." It came as a shock 
to Kit. He had never thought about it 
before; he knew his father was a Whig, and 
he had always taken it for granted that 
Paul was one two. He looked at Sarah for 
a long time, so long that she lowered her 
eyes. She stirred and said in a low tone, 
"I'll say goodbye now, Kit. I'm sorry it has 
to be this way. I don't believe in resisting 
the king and you do. We will never agree, 
you and 1. It's best that we say no more 
about it. It is my convictions against yours, 
and I will not change mine any more than 
you will yours. Goodbye, Kit." 
Kit took her hand as she stood up. He 
was struggling to say something. At last 
he blurted out, "Sarah, do you care for me 
at all?" 
Sarah looked at him in surprise. "Why, 
Kit," she said, as though she did not under-
stand, "What do you mean? Of course 1 
like you." 
Kit was sorry that he had spoken, but 
since he had he intended to go on. 
"I mean, Sarah . . . isn't it anything 
more than just mere 'like'?" 
''I'm sorry you asked that, Kit," she 
answered, freeing her hand from his tight 
grasp. "Ours bas never been more than 
friendship. I want to keep it that way. 
Surely you know I love Paul; I don't want 
to hurt you, but please never ask me that 
again. I will always like you, but it will 
never be any more than that ... goodbye, 
Kit." 
She turned quickly and ran up the em-
bankment. Kit did not look after her; he 
was staring hard at the oar lying in the 
bottom of the boat. He pushed the boat 
into the creek, sat down on the seat, and 
drifted down the creek to the river. 
Kit slid down into the bottom of the boat. 
The whole world seemed against him; noth-
ing he did was right. He had fought with 
his mother, John had been taken away 
from him . . . and now, Sarah, too. He 
had never realized she was in love with his 
brother; he was sorry he had humiliated 
himself by stupidly professing his love for 
her. She had made him feel so young and 
foolish . . . and now it was all over before 
it had even begun. He knew he loved Sarah; 
he had felt it growing for weeks; and after 
that talk he thought that he loved her even 
more. He closed his eyes and drifted with 
the tide. 
Kit opened his eyes and watched the 
clouds hurrying by overhead; they had some 
destination-they would eventually change 
into water and swell the river under his 
boat. He wished that he had some goal in 
life, something to strive for . . . at least 
something to make him happy now-to lift 
that terrible emptiness from inside of him, 
that feeling of loneliness, that feeling of 
futility. 
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FIRST among countries to deplore op-
pressed minorities in Europe has been 
England -during-- the past year, and yet within 
the British Empire, within the very British 
Isles, a good half million people have been 
and still are being denied many rights of 
political freedom. The partitioned six coun-
ties of Ireland which make up Northern 
Ireland are where these abuses take place, 
and although this district has a form of local 
administration, it is essentially controlled 
by the parliament at Westminster to which 
it sends representatives. 
The 1,300,000 inhabitants of Northern Ire-
land are predominantly Unionists who are 
essentially Protestant in religion but a 
healthy minority of 35% Catholic National-
ists desire to be under the Southern Ireland 
or Eire government, till recently known as 
the Irish Free State. 
To understand the abuses heaped by the 
Unionist majority on the Nationalists, it is 
_essential to study more closely the make-up 
of Northern Ireland. In 1921, when southern 
Ireland was given dominion status with its 
capital at Dublin, the Unionists in the North 
protested being placed under a Catholic-
operated government, and insisted that their 
district, the province of Ulster, should be 
separated. But three of Ulster's nine coun-
ties were so predominantly Nationalist that 
it was impossible to keep them from joining 
the Dublin government, and so the remain-
ing six were organized as Northern Ireland. 
Only two of these counties have a strong 
Unionist majority, Antrim and Down, where 
the Unionist' stronghold of Belfast with its 
majority of over 75% is located. Fermanagh 
and Tyrone;!,' tw.o of the outlying counties of 
Northern Ireland, have. actually .Nationalist 
majorities, but were these to be properly 
It is a 
people 
stal'tUng but trUe lact that a hall 
ia:----dle--Britisb -Isles are su biect 
miUion 
to the 
rulings 01 a diotatorial party. S ucb is the case 
in Northera belaDd. 
A. Anderson 
annexed to Eire, the Unionist state would be 
economically unable to exist. 
The Northern Ireland dictator is Sir James 
Craig, now titled Viscount Craigavon, long-
time boss of the Unionist party and head 
of the six counties' government since its 
formation. . English general elections cover 
Northern Ireland, but there is also a parlia-
ment for home affairs in Belfast. Nation-
alists, who never secure any important ad-
ministration jobs, can nevertheless be elected 
to both the Belfast and Westminster parlia-
ments, but Craigavon has no fears of any-
thing even bordering on a Nationalist ma-
jority. Northern Ireland is recognized as one 
of the most cleverly gerrymandered states 
in the world. In London, the late Mr. 
Joseph Devlin told the House of Commons 
that as a Nationalist he represented 60,000 
votes While the Unionist members repre-
sented 20,000 votes. By the Anglo-Irish 
Treaty of 1921, proportional representation 
was guaranteed in both the Irish Free 
State and Northern Ireland. The latter has 
' abolished it; breaking the treaty, and yet 
England has raised no complaint. When 
Prime Minister De Valera of Eire broke 
the treaty by refUSing Britain certain pay-
ments,. a horrible outcry arose from the 
British. Dr. Douglas Hyde, President of 
Eire is a Protestant. A small minority in 
Eire' has great powers, while a large minority 
in the six counties has no power. 
Constitutional Uberty as recognized by 
either England or Eire does not exist in 
Northern Ireland. The executive is supreme 
over the citizen and arrest without war-
rant--upon mere suspicion-is allowed. In-
definite imprisonment without trial is now 
in effect against Irish Republicans (a more 
turbulent type of Nationalist) and these 
prisoners, according to the author Henry 
Harrison, have no right of access to the Law 
Courts, solicitors, friends, or relatives. The 
Wolfe Tone Weekly, a Republican news-
paper published in Dublin, is not allowed 
to be sold in Nortnern Ireland. One good 
reason for this is that Brian O'Higgins, edi-
tor of the paper, often prints a list of Re-
publicans held without trial in six-county 
jails. 
The anti-Nationalist persecutions of dic-
tator Craigavon are notorious. Besides keep-
ingCatholics out of civil offices, he has urged 
business employers, especially in ' Belfast's 
large ship yards, not to put them on the pay-
rolls. During the Anglo-Irish confiictafter 
the World War, Craigavon made a statement 
which sounds more than anything else like 
Hitler's attitUde toward the Jews. A crowd 
of Unionists had been smashing into Cath-
olicshops and shooting at NationaliSts, ma:ny 
of them unprotected and unaggreSSIve 
families. Addressing these hoodlums later 
that day, Craigavon made no attempt to 
restore military order in the city, but said, 
"Do I approve what you boys have been do-
ing? I say yes'" In Dublin the revolution 
assumed no rel1gious aspect. 
The question of a final political settlement 
for Northern Ireland is a big one. Eire has 
offered the Unionists considerable local au-
tonomy if they would consent to join and 
form a united Ireland. With Craigavon in 
power this is impossible. Yet it is incon-
ceivable that England will continually listen 
to the Ulster political boss. Northern Ire-
land is expensive to operate. The National-
ist oppressions cause Craigavon to fear the 
possibilities of a rebellion, and he already 
has his "storm troopers" on hand to check 
the expressions of the Republicans. These 
"storm troopers" number over 12,000 and are 
called Special Constables. In 1926 he had 
as many as 40,000 when the British govern-
ment complained of the expense of main-
taining them. In addition, the British Army 
has large detachments in the six counties 
and there is a police force known as the 
Royal Ulster Constabulary which is suffici-
ent for all practical purposes. 
The immediate solution for political hap-
piness in Northern Ireland is to lift the dis-
tatorship bans and permit the half million 
minority proportional electorates and consti-
tutional freedom. How England can com-
plain of Germany while tolerating the six 
counties is a problem. Perhaps next fall 
instead of worrying , over minorities in 
Czechoslovakia, John Bull will give his own 
minorities at home a break. 
RmlNO ACADEMY MANUELO'S CAR 
by George Lambert 
IT'S the first good weekend of spring 
. brt!akin' out like a smile on a worried 
face, since the winter's been long and spring 
a long time comin'. The parkways are 
jammed and New York City has belched half 
its population on the highways and byways 
of Westchester. With the good weather 
came the riders up to the country-West-
chester. 
The early comers were healthy enough 
lookin' but in the late mornin' and after-
noon the crowd that's been hittin' it high 
the night before begins to show up. Seems 
like the gals don't know purple lipstick, 
green ridin' coats and an over-dose of mas-
kara don't blend. I remember one pair, a 
guy and a girl-I guess the ride was sup-
posed to healthy them up-they was just 
such a pair. Well he steps up and asks for 
two good horses; I kinda wonder since the 
outfit he has on looks like the fire sale at 
comfortable. She wondered how the horses 
kept from freezing in the winter with no 
heat in the barn. Joe tells her it's easy-they 
let the water out of 'em nights. We got 
an old bathtub for a watering trough, Joe 
tells her. That's where we give 'em a bath 
on Saturday night. Ita been all right only she 
wakes up her boy friend ten minutes later 
and drags him through the whole rig-a-
marole. 
I'll never forget the Russian General we 
had workin' for us that day. They like the 
title but he don't know much. One time 
he's out teachin' five beginners to mount and 
hauls off and says-Hput your right foot in 
the stirrup, gentlemen, and swing you left 
foot over the saddle." When he sees the 
result he looks kinda dumb but light soon 
breaks out on his face and he says conclu-
sively, "Now, gentlemen, you are riding back-
wards." 
O'Leavy's on Grand street-if he put up Along about three a riderless horse comes 
more than a sawbuck for the works, and in and on the button with an eighth avenue 
didn't get a pipe to go with it he got robbed. cowboy trailin' him high. I take a good 
She kinda' gives him a poke when he stresses look and its Jiggs--I guess she forgot to 
"good" but I figure "Hell, he knows what he trot-. Well, the cowboy is doin' fine on the 
wants." The color clash on the gal makes straight away but he hasn't figured on the 
Spot, our dog, duck for the Tack room. I turn at the gate. Jiggs makes his dodge 
tell the kid in the door to stop pickin' his at the corner and Buster right after him. 
nose and bring along Buster and Jiggs. The Right here our hero parts company with 
guy is pretty handy around Buster except Buster and takes down about ten foot of 
for tryin' to get on the wrong side. The : wood fence. I shake my head and remark, 
gal needs six men and a boy to put her up he ought to know better not bein' .able to 
and two to catch her comin' off the other ride . .A gal next to me knows him and 'in-
side. For a while the guy is a pretty . busy forms me -that 1 should ride ' as 'good-he's 
boy gettin' the. two horses out of the ' yard . ,got medals, for ridin'-. Well I· never heard 
what WIth her 100kin' dumb and Jiggs t.ak~n'-of ,medals for riding and I'll bet his are in 
advantage of it. He finally makes a - dive .the form of brass rings off a carousel. ' 
at her reins, at which time she yelps 'cause - . .. . . . . 
she's scared. Buster and Jiggs are lookin' .When th~y , ,come back ~eefmg .a~ou~ a 
at each other giving' the pair of ~em the ,hors.e thl1.t wont gO, we tell em to pomtem 
horse laugh. Finally he gets straightened up Into t~e : wind or go · uptheh1l1 bacJ,t-
out and the last thing I hear as he leaves wards. Its : ~eally ",ashame, ~e get paid 
the yard is him tellin' her she's gotta trot to teach but lts~ore fun to rIb t~emand 
when the horse posts. watch. , You can t tell tl1em anythmg and 
, , , they . want a horse's heart for a dollar so , we 
About two the crowd is gettin' kinda heavy jest let them , go-. The things they do are 
an~ . t~e . fun really . starts. When there's a pretty '" funny but the accidents aren't near 
waltml1st theyhan.g ~round on the p.orch in proportion to the , ignorance. As long as 
and . ~~ke a gO~d, audience for the riders there are riding academies there'n be people 
co~m I~ and gam out. A lotta guys don't to go out jllst grabbin' . for anything that ~elleve In bein" sissys so instead a comin' looks like leather to hold on to-don't tell 
m through the gate they try , to vault the 'em anything 'cause they'll be insulted. Just 
fence. They usually end up in the dirt watch 'em and laugh-and draw your loa 
lookin' kinda silly and unathletic. ' week.' , 
One guy comes taxying in this . day on , a 
pretty sloppy old crow bate the boss give 
$17.50 for. He was, in the nearest thing to 
a canter old ' Tommy could arrange. One 
gal grabs a friend n'ext to her and remarks 
"'What a da-reem of an animal, he rides it 
like a cowboy, Gary Cooper." That's all 
right only the guy thinks he's a cowboy too 
and takes , a Tom Mix dismount. He forgets 
that an important part of gettin' off clean 
is takin' your feet out of the stirrups. He 
fetches up with a mouthful of dirt and 
plenty damaged pride. 
One pretty cute job wandered away from 
her boy friend who was sleepin' off the last 
drink. Joe, one of the boys at the place, 
sees his chance and begins to show her 
around. He don't say much when she calls 
the bumps on the legs spasms-instead he 
slips in the fast one about takin' the shoes 
off the horses at night so they can sleep 
Sonnet 
I MUST have beauty for my spirit or Life holds no fine inC'entive; I must know 
The cataract where foaming torrents pour, 
The mossy· glen where thyme and oxlip blow, 
This is man's heritage-that he may grow 
Wise in the tutelage of ' Nature's lore. 
Whoso to her faith makes consecrate, 
For him she hatl1 a vision which 1'3 born 
Of joy in solitude; and there is gone 
Into his heart a passion and the weight 
Of pregnant secret; mystic-tongued, he 
hears, 
In song of stream and forest, but one Voice, 
One Presence feels-Then spring, unbidden, 
tears 
Of love that cause his spirit to rejoice. 
-Ray Schnitzer. 
by Donald Worcester 
WTHEN Manuelo and his newly-acquired 
"Pepita moved into the one-room 'dobe C'asa 
that was to be their home, he promised her a 
car, one like his brother Arturo had, with red 
wheels, and blue lights under the hood. The 
foremost desire of every Mexican, that is, 
other than for a regular Saturday night 
fiesta, is to own an automobile. Every chile-
picker and ranch peluto wants a jalopy. 
At the end of the first year of married life 
Manuelo stilI relied on Arturo to take him 
and Pepita to town Saturday nights to buy 
their weekly supply of frijoles. Manuelo had 
found that his pay of twelve dollars a week 
was barely enough to cover the expenses in-
volved when a Manuelito was added to his 
family. Having a new, brown little son was 
better than having a car anyway. It could 
wait another year. 
The car did wait another year-two more, 
to be exact, for the little Manuelitos kept 
on coming. Then, one evening as Manuelo 
was pulling the harness off his sweating, 
dust-caked team, Pepito came running to-
wards him, bubbling with vowels and conso-
nants. "Una carta, una carta, a letter for 
you, Manuelo." As he tore open the envelope, 
Manuelo spat solemnly, "Peace be to his 
soul, whoever's dead." He read the letter 
with painful deliberation, spelling out the 
• different words, Uncle Felippe who owned 
an orange grove over on the coast had actu-
ally died and was leaving him fifty dollars. 
When the realization came over him that he, 
Manuelo Gareili; was to 'haveftfty dollars 
M his own, right out of a clear sky, he 
hopped for joy While his three black-eyed 
' children ' stared ' at then- papa in ' amaze-
ment. 
Thereafter, every Saturday night Manuelo 
li\,nd Pepita . visited each . used' car latin town, 
loosing' cannonades of .argumentsas to the 
respective merits of each car, from the high-
est· priced down to the .ramshackledmodel 
T Fords which infest .remote corners 'of any 
u~ed car lot ~But.Manuelo had no thought 
~LJ)Uying a model T. An· eager salesman had 
almost sold him en one;. when Manuelo dis-
covered that it had no self-starter. "What 
c;iQ . you· mean?" asked Manuelo angrily. "'My 
wife cannot erank that." He wanted a car 
that his wife could drive. That Idea pleased 
him. That, he thought, was the way it should 
be. 
Love 
I HAVE paved the pavilion of heaven with 
• gossamer gold, 
Flung handfuls of stars at worlds that are 
centuries old, 
For this-
I have danced with the fairies whose whis-
pering wings 
Sang stories of beauty and love-who have 
ordered the djinns 
To stamp songs on the roofs of the worlds 
Till the creatures of Day hear the music-
look upward again; 
F9r in catching the beat of their fragile 
feet as they dance above 
They recognize love. 
-Scott Bowen. 
When Manuelo's fifty dollars arrived, he 
and Pepita had already found a charming 
vehicle of scarlet, with silver wire wheels. 
And a horn. . . . Altogether, it was a very 
idyll of a car. Only, it was a little bit ex-
pensive for an ordinary mule-skinner. Man-
uelo paid his fifty dollars as a down-payment, 
and swore to meet the weekly payments for 
the next eighteen months. Then he and his 
family soared to the homes (If their rela- · 
tives and friends. "Como 'sta, Pedro? I 
have a' new car. How is your corn this 
year, Pedro? Look at the wheels, Pedro." 
Petita mastered first, second, and third 
speeds in an amazingly short time, and 
soon had courage enough to clank off by 
herself during the day, while Manuelo was 
working. He smiled proudly when, from the 
field, he saw her speed away for the first 
time, leaving the babies squalling in the 
dust with the horned toads and Gila Mon-
sters. Her confidence in her driving ability 
increased as the days went by, and the car 
grew to have an irresistible hold on her. 
After she had spent Manuelo's Cigarette 
money to buy gas for one of her daily pasears, 
Manuelo ceased to smile with joy when he 
saw his wife and car go careening by the 
steer corrals towards the road to Mesa. 
Finally one day he came home from work 
and found no wife, no frijoles, ·no tortillas, 
no coffee. It was high time to act. ' 
Three weeks later as he , drove his tea!h:)lP 
to the corral gate, Pepita, red-eyed and 
trembling, burst out to meet him. "EI carro, 
el carro!" she ' shrieked, and tore her hair. 
What was the matter with el carro? Matter! 
. All she knew that some came fr'om town and 
took it away. Manuelo ' had not kept up the 
payments, . they said. · Hadn't he sent them 
the · money? . What had he done with it? 
Manuelo laughed and pushed his black som-
' brero onto the back of his head. · "I saved 
it to buy a model T," he said. "One that 
has to be cranked." 
-. .r: . 
Painted HoUse 
I BUILT it with these hands, Small tender shapely hands, 
Not those of the mason or carpenter; 
I dipped the brush and built 
In paint on canvas 
This house 
Wherein my heart lies. 
Let us go up the hill, 
For there is a sign out 
"To let." 
-Richard P. Snyder. 
Dawn 
(An Impression) 
I ROSE to greet a sultry tropic dawn: The citrus lush was bathed in silver dew, 
Sweet vermil poppies trembled o'er the brink 
Of dreamy pool whose liquor, crystal clear, 
Mirrored their crimson petals in its depths. 
The sandal-wood was robed with amber 
flames 
Gold-plumaged finches chorused in their 
bower, 
And filled the drowsy choisters with their 
song. 
